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Making Space for Creativity 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
There is a hands-on collaborative learning concept called, “makerspaces” that’s 

been around for some time now. The so-called “maker movement” can be arguably 
identified as having been around for a long time. However, with the increasing expansion 
of technology in education – and our lives, for that matter – makerspaces have begun to 
flourish. 
 There are actually “Maker Faires” that take place all around the world, defined as: 
“part science fair, part county fair, and part something entirely new” 
https://www.fastcompany.com/3045505/maker-faire-founder-dale-dougherty-on-the-past-
present-and-online-future-of-the-maker-moveme 
 While the maker movement likely began in the adult world, many attribute its 
growth in education to MIT’s Fab Labs, which at the very least have had a considerable 
influence on the growth of maker spaces. Regardless, maker spaces have grown and 
spread rapidly in the field of education. Makerspaces.com defines them as a “collaborative 
work space inside a school, library…for making, learning, exploring, and sharing, that uses 
high tech to no-tech tools.” 
 We’ve recently launched some voluntary pilot maker spaces at three of our 
elementary schools, with the projects headed up by the school principals:  Mesa (principal 
Julie Howell); Highland (principal Brenda Benfield); and (Barry (principal, Tori Teague). The 
projects have been primed with some resources, such as unused robotics, kits, and basic 
circuit kits.  
 The schools will locate a workable location in their buildings; identify participating 
teachers; decide on the best implementation, whether during free time, after school, or 
other. Then, they’ll expand available materials – both tech and non-tech –  for students.  
 During exploratory conversations another in-district maker space has sprung up at 
Gattis Middle School in the library. Librarian, Kelly Martin has gathered a wide variety of 
resources and set up a maker space in a re-purposed conference room that became 
available, and students are enthusiastically becoming involved.  
 The Gattis Library/Media Center has also begun to expand activities for students, 
such as opening up during the lunch hour for “gaming.” This type of gaming involves no 
technology, however. Students come in and can check out chess and checkers games, 
backgammon, dominoes, Uno and other card games, and many more types of games.  
 I happened to be in the Gattis Library the other day as kids began streaming in after 
lunch, and that’s when I saw the “Gaming” time in action. It was amazingly gratifying to 
see all those students (I counted 45!) engrossed in their games, laughing together and 
having conversations with no mobile devices in sight. Who knew? 
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